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No.
OX1
OX2
OX3
OX4

BRIDGE
Abingdon Bridge
Banbury Bridge
Burford Bridge
Chiselhampton Bridge

OS Location
SU 500 969
SP 460 406
SP 252 125
SU 594 988

2

BUILD DATE
15th C
13th C
15th C
17th C

No.
OX5
OX6
OX7
OX8
OX9
OX10
OX11
OX12
OX13
OX14
OX15
OX16
OX1M
OX2M

BRIDGE
Culham Bridge
Dyers Hill Bridge
Enslow Bridge
Godstow Bridge
Ickford Bridge
Lower Heyford Bridge
New Bridge
Ock Bridge
Oxford Seven Arches Bridge
Radcot Bridge
Wallingford Bridge
Wheatley Bridge
Beckley Park Bridge
Cornbury Park Bridge

OS Location
SU 500 958
SP 354 196
SP 477 185
SP 484 092
SP 649 065
SP 479 248
SP 404 014
SU 488 969
SP 501 062
SU 286 994
SU 610 895
SP 612 052
SP 577 120
SP 355 188

BUILD DATE
15th C
17/18th C
17/18th C
c1500
16th C
14th C
14th C
15th C
17/18th C
14th C
13th C
16th C
16th C
17/18th C

Information sheets are provided for all the bridges listed.
In the medieval period a long causeway gave access to Oxford from the south, crossing the River Thames at
the location of the 19th century Folly Bridge. I have found no convincing representation of the medieval bridge
but there seems to have been a gatehouse at the northern end, which was chosen as a study-base by the 13th
century scholar-friar, Roger Bacon.
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OX1. Abingdon Bridge over the River
Thames was built around 1416, together with
the adjacent causeway over Andersey Isle
and the Culham Bridge over another arm of
the Thames. The structures replaced a
chancy route by ferry across the river, and
brought into the town of Abingdon the
through traffic from London to the west. Now,
Abingdon Bridge carries the A415. The
oldest survival is the part of the bridge to the
north, nearest the town. There are 7 arches,
all four-centred with double arch rings and three chamfered ribs, spanning 5m, and of late-15th century date.
This part of the bridge was widened upstream in 1829 from c3m to 6.4m; the extensions to the arches are
segmental. Projecting on the east side is a brick cottage, which, from its unusual form, may follow the lines of a
former chapel, though there is no conclusive evidence. The upper photograph shows four of the surviving
medieval arches viewed from downstream. The southern part of the bridge, normally called Burford Bridge (from
Borough Ford) comprised 6 arches of which 4 survived from the 15th century until the 1920s; they also had fourcentred arches and chamfered ribs. The centre arch over the main stream was higher, probably reconstructed
in the 18th century. This bridge was rebuilt in the 1920s,with the higher arch extended greatly to span 18m, so
replacing three of the four original arches, and along with the approach causeway from the south-east the bridge
was widened and strengthened. New arches, apart from the reinforced concrete elliptical one, were rebuilt to a
Gothic pattern, with some soffit ribbing, and all were faced with the original stone which had been saved. The
effect shown below is rather a hotchpotch, though the elliptical arch viewed alone is quite impressive. Access
is good downstream from where the 15th century survivals can be seen, but those in cars need to beware
deliberately misleading notices and officious traffic wardens.
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OX2. Banbury Bridge is in the centre of its
town, close to the station and is now largely
a modern structure, crossing the River
Cherwell, a canal, and the railway. However,
towards the west end of the bridge, between
the Oxford Canal and the River Cherwell,
there are two arches which crossed a
branching mill stream, and although much
widened, they retain medieval structure at
their centres. The overall appearance of
these arches is shown below and medieval
detail, alongside. It may be that the surviving
coursed limestone rubble on the face above
the pointed medieval arches is original, but it
is now much patched with brick. There are
single dressed, flush arch rings, and three,
possibly

four,

dressed

chamfered

ribs

supporting the soffits. The Listing dates
these arches to the 13th century, and
suggests that the original bridge had 4 arches like this, later increased to 7 giving a total length of 77m. The
original bridge width cannot be estimated, but the arch spans might be in the order of 4.5m. The upstream faces
of the medieval arches can be seen from a park, and it is to be hoped that a refurbishment project is progressed.
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OX3. Burford Bridge, not to be confused with the bridge of the same name in Abingdon, carries the A361
across the River Windrush into Burford from the north. The fabric is coursed squared rubble, saving the parapets
which are ashlar. There are 4 segmental arches, spanning c4m each, with seemingly, double arch rings in two
orders, of which those on one arch at least, and maybe on three, are chamfered. There is little clearance above
the water, as seen below, so it was impossible to confirm that there are ribs as stated by Jervoise, or to count
them. There are cutwaters upstream and downstream which rise to form refuges and prominent string courses
on both faces. The total length of the bridge is 22.5m, and the width between the parapets is 4.5m; there are no
strong indications of widening to be seen. Sources agree that the bridge was built in the 15th century, although
it seems that there was a bridge on the site, at least a century earlier. The present bridge was heavily refurbished
in the late 18th century, with rebuilding of the eastern arch (to the right) possibly a part of the exercise, and again
in the 20th century. Access is fair downstream, though the low arches limit what can be seen from the riverbank;
many photographs have been posted on the internet, but the camera position has always been much the same
as my own.
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OX4. Chiselhampton Bridge carries the B480
over

the

River

Thame,

to

the

west

of

Stadhampton, and 10½km south-east of Oxford.
It is a bridge/causeway of length 53.4m,
comprising 8 segmental arches with spans up to
c6m and double flush arch rings at each face.
The photograph alongside which shows the
upstream face of the south-east arch seems to
confirm the details and that the bridge was made
of limestone rubble with dressed lower voussoirs.
There are five cutwaters rising to refuges at that
face. I was unable to obtain a decent overview of
the bridge because of marshy ground and the
obstruction given by vegetation, so have had to
use the photograph below obtained by a more
intrepid observer, culled from the internet, which shows the pattern of arches alternating with V-shaped cutwaters
rising to provide refuges, again taken from upstream. The first reference to a bridge here is in 1444, but Leland
describes a hybrid structure of wood upon stone piers, and it may be this bridge that is marked on Saxton’s map
of the 1570s. It was a stone structure, by 1643 when crossed by Prince Rupert, but was then ‘broken down’
before being repaired in 1690; the present bridge is best assigned to the early 17 th century. Jervoise refers to a
convoluted rebuilding of the west (downstream) face, as part of a widening operation in 1899; the width was
presumably increased from 5.3m to the present 8m then.
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OX5. Culham Bridge is close to a side road
just off the A415, south of Abingdon, and it
crosses what is now a backwater of the River
Thames, called Swift’s Ditch. The bridge was
built between 1416 and 1422 by the
Abingdon Guild of the Holy Cross, as part of
the project which also saw the building of
Abingdon Bridge, to create a viable roadway
to London. It was then widened at the north
face

in

the

18th century.

The

upper

photograph shows the rebuilt north-eastern
face and the segmental arch form. The
widening can be seen in the soffits as a
shape change and a transition to small grade
rubble, near

to

half-way

across.

The

parapets were restored in the mid-20th
century, when presumably, the rectangular
refuge corbelled out above the pier between
the eastern and central arches, on the
modified north face, was added. The original
(south-western) face is shown in the lower
photograph; the central arch in view, rests
upon four ribs, and there may be traces below other arches, though I have no convincing evidence for that. The
fabric here is squared random rubble, and the visible arches which differ in height, range in span from 4.2m to
5.7m. with mainly double, flush arch rings. The bridge is a bit less than 6m in width, which implies that it was
originally c3m wide. The bridge was the scene of a Civil War skirmish in early 1645 when the Royalists tried
and failed to capture it. I have found no photograph showing other than these 3 arches, and on my own visit
saw only them. All documentation about the bridges insists on there being five 4-centred arches, and I think the
missing two must penetrate the causeway which swings north from the north-west end of the bridge, to the left
on the lower photograph. The causeway runs parallel to a ditch to its west. It would be good to have this
uncertainty resolved.
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OX6. Dyers Hill Bridge carries the B4437 into Charlbury over the River Evenlode, a tributary of the River
Thames; it is on the west side of the Cotswold village which is 9½km north of Witney. The bridge comprises
three segmental arches with that to the west (the left on the photograph) smaller than the others and blocked
until a flood in 2007. There are small triangular cutwaters, capped well below the crowns of the arches, and a
prominent band stretches horizontally across the bridge, above the arches. There are double arch rings with
the wider, lower ones recessed, and there are keystones. The bridge has been subjected to major modifications
involving both widening, most probably downstream, though examination of the soffits was inconclusive because
of the abundance of markings, and raising of the roadway indicated by the apparent height of the parapets viewed
from the river bank. The fabric is largely coursed rubble. The Listing suggests that the bridge was built in the
17th century, but this is brought into question by the keystones, assuming that the upstream face is original, and
that the widening followed, probably when the road was Turnpiked in the late 18th century, and that it was raised
in the 19th century. A bridge on the site is recorded as early as the 14th century, but that to be seen now is best
assigned to the 17/18th century category, given the uncertainties which I have been unable to resolve. Access
is reasonable upstream, but the downstream face could not be viewed.
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OX7. Enslow Bridge carries the B4027
across the River Cherwell 8km

north of

Oxford. Jervoise refers to a four-arched
bridge, with obtusely pointed arches on the
upstream (north-face) but with semi-circular
and segmental arches, downstream, which
resulted from a widening exercise; this is the
view presented alongside, taken from the
Historic England website. Looking from
upstream is difficult because the banks are
steep

and

the

vegetation

thick.

The

photograph below, suggests that the bridge
has been refaced relatively recently, i.e.,
after Jervoise viewed it around 1930, with
coursed, rusticated rubble, and the limited
view of the soffits suggests that at least one
arch was widened mainly downstream, but also slightly, upstream. It seems also that the additions had arch
shapes different from that in the centre portion, which may have a chamfered arch ring; if indeed it was pointed
in form. The British History website states that the bridge was almost doubled in width in 1814, presumably to
slightly less than the current 5.5m, so an original bridge width of c2.7m is probable. Overall then, I am inclined
to think that there is a bridge dating back perhaps to c1500 at the centre of the structure, and that it should be
in the compendium. I place it in the 17/18th century category to reflect the lack of definitive information.
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OX8. Godstow Bridge is really a series of bridges on Godstow Road, just inside the Oxford Bypass to the
north-west of the city. There is a total of 7 arches, grouped as 3 which span the Wolvercote Mill Stream, and then
two groups of 2 arches which span branches of the Thames, called Little Godstow Bridge to the north, and
Godstow Bridge to the south. The latter with segmental arches is shown immediately below, and must have
been erected when the navigation channel of the Thames which it crosses was cut in 1780, so does not require
detailed description here, save to note the prominent arch rings, hood moulds and soffits built entirely of red brick.

Little Godstow Bridge, spanning the Trout Backwater, is more interesting, insofar as it seems to comprise two
arches, a segmental arch, and to the north, a pointed arch, which is likely to be medieval. I was unable to see it
myself, because the foliage totally obscured the view from upstream, and it was screened downstream in front
of the Trout Public House, (of Inspector Morse fame), but I have obtained a poor copy of a photograph (below)
which shows the bridge, one of a number dating to the early part of the 20 th century, which can be seen on the
internet. The left hand arch is rubble built spanning 3.6m, and has single flush arch rings; the width is a little
greater than 3m. On the basis of its appearance it may well date from c1500, though to remove doubt, a recent
photograph is required.

A few hundred metres further to the north-east on Godstow road are the three segmental arches of Wolvercote
Mill Stream Bridge which was built in 1770, and is conventional for its time; it is not shown here.
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OX9. Ickford Bridge carries a minor road
across the River Thame, a left bank tributary
of the River Thames; it connects Tiddington
and Ickford, about 13km east of Oxford. The
fabric is coursed, squared limestone rubble,
regular enough to be described as ashlar in
some places. The main part of the bridge,
viewed

from

upstream

in

the

two

photographs, has 2 arches, each spanning
c4.5m; that to the right, the south is 4centred, while that to the north is 3-centred,
and both have double arch rings flush to the
bridge face. The differences in form raise questions as to whether one could be a rebuild. Further south there is a
small segmental flood arch, which probably is a later addition. There are triangular cutwaters between the main
arches on each face, rising to provide refuges; the carriageway is c3.5m wide, and there are no indications of
widening. The eastern refuge contains a county boundary marker dated 1685 which has been taken as the build
date. However, Jervoise does refer to the 2-arch bridge noted by Leland, and on stylistic grounds also it would
be more reasonable to assign the bridge to the 16th century, with the marker assumed to be installed during a
repair. This view accords with its appearance on Saxton’s map of the 1570s. Access is good upstream on the
north bank, but otherwise difficult.
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OX10. Lower Heyford Bridge carries the
B4030 across the River Cherwell, at the
village from which it takes its name, 14½km
north of Oxford. It probably dates in part from
the 14th century, and is marked on Saxton’s
map of the 1570s; there is a record of a
bridge here in 1255, but there is no evidence
that any part of it might have survived. The
present bridge has been modified in the 17th
century and widened in the 19th century. The
fabric is coursed squared limestone rubble
with some ashlar dressings and some brick
repairs. The western end of the bridge, spanning the main branch of the river, has 4 arches, 2 of which, retain
chamfered ribs and have added brick linings. The bridge extends for c190m across the river valley, and includes
a causeway pierced by 6 additional arches, of which 2 are medieval with chamfered ribs, as shown above.
Looking from the south (downstream) as in the lower photograph, the westernmost river arch, to the left, is
segmental, has no ribs and a single arch ring, the next arch was reduced to half its original span in the 17th
century for reasons unknown, while the other two are pointed with double, flush, chamfered arch rings and an
unknown number of ribs. Between the arches are piers carrying shallow buttresses. At the widened 19th century
face upstream, the aspect is very different with segmental arch shapes and single arch rings, while the piers
carry low cutwaters. Even after widening, the carriageway is less than 4m wide and traffic is one-way. Both plain
parapets have flat stone copings. Access is limited, especially to view the medieval downstream face, with much
vegetation in the way.
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OX11. New Bridge carries the A415 across
the River Thames, where that river is joined
by the River Windrush about 3km north of
Kingston Bagpuize. The fabric is coursed,
dressed limestone rubble and the bridge
comprises 6 pointed arches, of spans
ranging from 3.6m to 5.7m, separated on the
upstream face by V-shaped cutwaters rising
to refuges. The arches are topped with single
flush arch rings; there are four supporting
ribs, in the soffits of two of the arches, and
the outer ones are chamfered, as shown in
the upper photograph.

Traces remain in

other soffits so it is possible that all the arches
were once configured in this way. There are cutwaters rising to 5 refuges at the upstream face, but the
downstream face is flat, without cutwaters. The width between the parapets is 4.5m. The bridge was the scene
of skirmishes during the Civil War, and Jervoise states that it was broken in 1644. Opinions vary about its original
build date, with the earliest quoted, c1250, though the 14th century seems to attract most support; obviously
there have been repairs, some quite extensive but its general form is almost certainly unchanged. The name
may reflect the fact that it was built after Radcot Bridge, a short distance upstream. Both faces of this fine bridge
can be viewed, especially if one or both of the hostelries beside the bridge is visited.
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OX12. Ock Bridge in Abingdon carries the
B4017, otherwise Drayton Road, across the
River Ock, a right bank tributary of the River
Thames. There was a bridge, most likely
wooden, before 1101, and the surviving
medieval parts probably date mainly to the
15th century; that bridge was marked on
Saxton’s map of 1575 but it has been totally
altered and widened on the west, upstream,
face. A chapel 'on the south end of Oke
Bridge in Abingdon town' is mentioned in
1547. The east face is of rubble and consists
of seven irregularly spaced arches, two of
which are semi- circular and the rest pointed;
one

arch

Unfortunately

apparently
I

was

retains

totally

ribs.

unable

to

approach this face through a wilderness of
water and bushes, but I found some
photographs on a local blog which may
answer some questions.

The top one

confirms the rubble build with dressed arch
rings below new parapets, and the pointed
arch shape, but the concrete plinths are
modern, and the condition so good as to
suggest

major

refurbishment,

if

not

rebuilding, of parts of this face as well. The
middle photograph is a view through an
(unidentified) arch vault from the west face
and seems to show a pointed stone arch at
the east face, then a brick semi-circular arch,
more stonework, and then a concrete arch,
also semi-circular which provides the west
face. Given that the carriageway (road +
footpaths) is now 8.5m wide, a guestimate of
the width of the original bridge is c3m. The
photograph below, also looking from the
west, simply shows that the bridge, has the
general form of a causeway, with relatively small apertures. This bridge has been altered dramatically over 5
centuries, and I wish I knew more of its history.
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OX13. Oxford

Seven

Arches Bridge

carries Botley Road, which gives access
from the west into the city, across the Osney
Ditch, a small divert from the River Thames.
As its name suggests it comprises seven low
semi-circular

arches

of

near

equal

dimensions, which on my visit were mostly
dry. The bridge has been widened on the
south face to the present c7.5m, probably by
a large amount, initially at least as part of a
Turnpiking exercise in the late 18th century,
and separate walkways have been built at
both faces. The arches and lower structure
of the older north face, shown in the upper
photograph are of rubble with flush, heavily
mortared single arch rings, and small low
cutwaters. In contrast, the south face shown
below is ashlar, the arch rings have
prominent keystones, and there are no
cutwaters. Above the arches, on both faces
are two heavy bands which follow the
crowned shape of the whole bridge, and
above them are ashlar parapets with shaped
coping which look early 20th century. The
Listing refers to surviving structure in the
bridge which dates to the 16th century, as
does the Victoria History, but the visible north
face does not look to be as old as that. It is
probable that an older bridge is visible in the
soffits, but the photographs here make it
clear that getting a view of them would be
very difficult. I shall place it in the 17/18th
century category, though I am by no means
certain that it should be retained at all.
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OX14. Radcot Bridge carries the A4095 across
one arm of the River Thames, about 4km north of
Faringdon. The fabric is limestone, squared
blocks, ashlar and coursed rubble. There are 3
arches; the 2 outer arches span 2.7m and are
sharply pointed, but the higher central arch,
which spans 3.6m, appears 4-centred and stilted.
The two outer arches have single flush arch rings
and are supported on 4 broad unchamfered ribs,
as shown alongside, but the central arch has
smooth soffits and double arch rings in two
orders. There are two smallish cutwaters at each
face of the bridge, capped pyramidally below the
tops of the arches. The parapets rise to a central
peak, enclosing a carriageway 3.6 m wide. It is
likely that the bridge dates back to the 13th century, since repairs in 1312 are documented. The central arch is
thought by all authorities to be a replacement, but suggestions as to its date range from the late-14th century to
the 16th century put forward by Jervoise, no doubt rightly influenced by the shape. The bridge is marked on
Saxton’s map of 1575. A battle was fought nearby in 1387 in the troubled reign of King Richard II. Access is
reasonably good to view the eastern face, with parking possible in a pub car park; the western face, which seems
as far as can be seen to be very similar, can only be viewed as an entity from the river or private land.
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OX15. Wallingford Bridge The earliest
evidence of a bridge over the River Thames
at Wallingford dates to 1141, when King
Stephen besieged the castle. The oldest
parts of the present bridge may have been
built in the mid-13th century. The bridge is
described in the time of Queen Elizabeth as
being of length equivalent to 270m, and
width 3.6m, and it had twenty arches, but
was in a decayed state; in this period it was
marked on Saxton’s map. During the siege
of the castle by the Parliamentary forces in
1646 some of the arches were removed and
drawbridges erected in their stead, and they
were not replaced by permanent structures
until 1751. In 1809 the bridge was badly
damaged by a severe flood, and part-rebuilt
thereafter, with three segmental river arches
of spans 7.5m, 11.7m, and 7.5m, as shown in
the lowest photograph, and the whole of the
bridge was widened by 2.1m. The bridge is
still about 270m long, and its width now is
c7m. Of the medieval structure, the westernmost arch remains, but it was closed up on the north side in 1809.
Apart from the comparatively modern river arches, there are sixteen other arches, mostly of span around 4.5m;
the first (westernmost, already mentioned), the tenth, and the fourteenth are original and are each strengthened
with four chamfered ribs, as in the top photograph, which also shows the extent of the widening. The second,
sixth and eleventh arches may be drawbridge replacements of 1751, while the eighth and ninth arches, which
are pointed, (middle photograph) were maybe restored without ribs in the 16th century, and of course
subsequently widened. Access is good to most of the bridge.
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OX16. Wheatley Bridge crosses the River
Thame just to the south of the A40, at the
eastern end of the village of Wheatley, 3km
east of Oxford. Looking at the lower
photograph, the bridge, which has three
semi-circular river arches, is apparently of
little interest in the context of my project
because the pilasters above the cutwaters
separating the three segmental arches, and
the keystones at the top of the single arch
rings are amongst features which mark the
bridge out as maybe

of c1800. However

there are additional single arches in the
approaches to the bridge from east and
west, and as shown alongside, in that to the east, there is a 4-centred arch sandwiched between two semi-circular
arches. This supports Leland’s observation that there was a stone bridge at the site in the 16th century, and the
remnant is likely to be one of the 8 arches that he saw. The bridge as a whole is not easily viewed, but there is no
problem seeing the ancient remnant.
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OX1M. Beckley Park Moat Bridge gives
access over a moat to a 16th century Tudor
Mansion, north-east of Oxford. There must
have been bridges from the first half of the
13th century when a hunting lodge was built
on the platform surrounded by 3 moats, but
the present structure, crossing the middle
moat is thought to be of the 16th century. The
bridge superstructure is made narrow,
medieval type bricks. It has two semi-circular
arches, spanning c1.6m, with single flush
arch rings of dressed stone, and is 1.7m
wide. The main access, across the moat,
now, is further south-west. I have not been
able to visit the bridge nor have I been able
to present a more recent photograph than that taken in the 1930s. However, I have viewed an up-to-date
photograph which appears to confirm the description.
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OX2M. Cornbury Park Bridge across the
River Evenlode gives access to the estate for
which it is named, which is just south-west of
the village of Charlebury, 9km south-east of
Chipping Norton. The bridge comprises one
large river arch, with two smaller arches to
each side; all 5 appear to be near-semicircular, though the view, available only from
the roadway, is too poor to allow certainy, and
the side arches seem to be infilled leaving a
rectangular aperture. The single flush arch
rings are made of dressed voussoirs, and
there are prominent keystones, especially on
the central arch. The bridge is ashlar-built
and there are various embellishments like pilasters. The low parapets enclose a roadway which is 7m wide. The
age of this bridge is a puzzle. The usual authorities are united in attributing it to 1689, when the then new northeast entrance to the estate was provided. Yet the general appearance of the bridge, and especially the
prominent keystones, would more likely be found on a bridge built some decades later, though there are known
exceptions. I register my doubts by classing it as 17/18th century.
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Wiltshire

R Thames

WL8
Malmesbury
Swindon

WL6

WL4
Chippenham

Bradfordon-Avon

WL10

WL2
WL7

Devizes

WL15
WL3

Salisbury
WL12
R Nadder

WL13
R Ebble

WL14
WL11

WL5
WL1
WL9

Bridge Built 1500 to 1700
Bridge Built 1500 or earlier

No.

BRIDGE

OS Location BUILD DATE

WL1

Bishopstone Clapper Bridge SU 084 264

17/18th C

WL2

Bradford Barton Bridge

ST 823 605

14th C

WL3

Bradford Town Bridge

ST 826 609

14th C

WL4

Castle Coombe Roman Br.

ST 841 768

17/18th C

WL5

Coombe Bissett PH Bridge

SU 109 264

15th C
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R Avon

North

No.

BRIDGE

OS Location BUILD DATE

WL6

Easton Gray Bridge

ST 878 873

16th C

WL7

Freshford Bridge

ST 791 600

17/18th C

WL8

Gumstool Bridge

SU 045 942

17/18th C

WL9

Homington Bridge

SU 124 261

17th C

WL10 Lacock Bridge

ST 922 681

15th C

WL11 Odstock Bridge

SU 147 262

17th C

WL12 Salisbury Crane Bridge

SU 141 298

15th C

WL13 Salisbury Harnham Bridge

SU 144 290

1244

WL14 Salisbury Milford Bridge

SU 158 298

15th C

WL15 Staverton Bridge

ST 856 610

15th C?

Stokeford Bridge, which crosses the River
Avon, south east of Bath, was removed from
the compendium as built post-1700. In the
1730s, it was erected with the massive piers
and

wooden

platform,

seen

in

the

photograph alongside, and then 20 years
later, stone arches were added as shown in
the lower photograph. There are four ashlar
segmental

arches

spanning 6.8m and

confirmation of their late 18th century builddate is provided by the central keystones.
When Jervoise visited he noted that the
bridge was only 3m wide, and referred
mistakenly to the piers as much older than
the arches. Since his visit the bridge has
been widened twice, presumably mainly
downstream, in 1930 and 1964, so that it is
now of the order of 6m wide with footpaths and refuges above the piers on the upstream face which is seen in
the photograph below. I mention it here because of its unique appearance.
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The Old Mill in Salisbury stands over the
River Nadder; it is now a hotel in which I
have stayed a couple of times, but was
recorded as a paper mill in the 16th century.
The 2 wider channels will certainly have
contained undershot water wheels, though
the function of the narrow channel is unclear.
The flows would be controlled by sluices, as
would that in a bypass channel, (to the left of
the frame of the photograph). The railings
define a bridge in front of the mill building.
The general configuration is typical of mills
on slow-flowing streams all over the South
and East of England. Most seem to have been built/rebuilt in the 18th century, but this one may be of an earlier
date although the apertures are much-repaired.
A bridge over the Bristol River Avon at
Chippenham existed in 1227, but it was
broken and ruinous by 1375; it was either
repaired or rebuilt, because a 15th century
bridge was described which had 15 arches
and carried a roadway of width 3.6m. Major
repairs costing £79 (equivalent to £15000
now, so they were repairs not a rebuild) were
carried out in 1615 following the collapse of
two arches and piers; and again in 1684. In
1796 the whole bridge was widened and a
balustrade

added.

The

Chippenham

turnpike trust was permitted to erect tollgates on the bridge in 1805, and further widening and other alterations
took place in 1879-80. In1930, the carriageway was 12.3m wide, and there were 22 arches Jervoise saw the
bridge in this configuration. The bridge, shown in a postcard view was demolished in 1966, and replaced by a
concrete bridge with 3 spans.
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WL1 Bishopstone Clapper Bridge is in
the western-most of four villages, with an
interesting bridge across the River
Ebble, a tributary of the River Avon
(Hampshire). In this case the bridge is a
footbridge, of clapper configuration just
to

the

west

of

Church

Lane

in

Bishopstone, which is 8½km south-west
of Salisbury. As can be seen the bridge
comprises

four

limestone

slabs,

supported on abutments and three piers,
themselves mainly single large blocks.
The slabs are in the order of 0.5m wide,
but rather curiously they rest on the
downstream portion of the piers rather
than being near-centred. Indeed, it
appears that at some time, either slabs or boards were used to widen the bridge upstream, and fixing
bolts can still be seen. The top surface of the slabs is worn but probably not to the extent which would
suggest medieval origins. A bridge of this type may have been here for a very long time, but the
present fabric is sensibly placed in the date range of the 17/18th century. Access is good all around
the bridge.
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WL2. Bradford-on-Avon Barton Bridge over the River Avon, is little more than 1km downstream from the
more famous Town Bridge; it is in a country park named for it, and carries a pathway only. The fabric is coursed,
squared rubble, and the bridge comprises 4 pointed arches, uniformly sized with spans just under 3m, and each
with double un-chamfered arch rings in two orders. The soffits are smooth, without ribs. There are three large,
capped cutwaters upstream (shown), but none downstream. The width is a little less than 3.5m and the bridge
has no parapets; the iron railings are relatively unobtrusive. All the sources date the bridge to the 14 th century,
when the tithe barn, to which it gave access, was built, and it has been kept in good repair. Access is good, but
when I visited in high summer, there were large numbers of scantily clad children playing on and around the
bridge, so it would have been inappropriate to take photographs, and I have used one culled from the web.
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WL3. Bradford-on-Avon Town Bridge
carries the A363 over the River Avon, in the
small town from which it takes its name. It is
largely stone rubble built with dressed
voussoirs and cutwaters; the parapets are a
relatively late addition. There are 9 arches
ranging in span between 4.2 and 5.4m,
giving a total bridge length of 54m; viewed
from

the

east

(upstream),

the

2

southernmost are pointed and supported on 4
narrow ribs, as shown in the upper
photograph. The remainder are

semi-

circular with double arch rings in two orders. The arches are separated by cutwaters, some stepped and capped
at different heights, and one is enlarged and brought out in graduated corbelling to support a chapel. The
downstream (western aspect) is totally different, with all the arches semi-circular with a single flush arch ring
surmounted by a prominent keystone; there are no cutwaters on this face. The two pointed arches are thought
to date to c1300, but it is suggested that the other arches to be seen from upstream were rebuilt in the 17th
century. The bridge is now 7.2m wide, whereas originally it may have been c4m wide; Jervoise suggests that
the extension that produced the western (downstream) aspect was also added in the 17th century; it is not shown
here because the keystones in the arch rings make the 18th century a more likely proposition. The chapel is near
square in plan with a domed roof topped with a fish-shaped weathervane, dating apparently from the early16 th
century; it was later used as a prison and store rather than for worship. It is possible to view most aspects of
the bridge from various paths and alleys in the town. It is famous, perhaps mainly because of the rarity of its
chapel, and the picturesque views around, but the bridge itself is something of a hotch potch.
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WL4. Castle Coombe Roman Bridge is a foot-bridge off the main street of the village of Castle Combe, which
is 4km north-west of Chippenham; it crosses a stream named ‘By-Brook’, which is a tributary of the River Avon
(Bristol). There are three shallow segmental stilted arches, with the central one slightly larger than the other two.
The paved walk-way is around 2m wide and flanked on the south (downstream) by a parapet but completely open
to the north. The fabric is rubble; there are single flush arch rings and vestigial cutwaters at the upstream face;
these features are visible in the photograph below, taken from upstream. The bridge is difficult to date, but
some sources suggest the late 17th century, though I shall have to settle for 17/18th century. Access is good
around the bridge.
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WL5. Coombe Bissett Packhorse Bridge is in a village of that name on the A354, 4½km south-west of
Salisbury. The packhorse bridge crosses the River Ebble, a tributary of the River Avon, a short distance
downstream of the main road bridge. The original fabric of dressed stone of a very old bridge, probably
mentioned by Leland, can just be seen by looking over the bridge, but otherwise private gardens occupy the
area from where this face could be viewed properly, and I have been unable to find a photograph. As built, it
was a narrow 3-arch bridge, of length a little less than 11m, with pointed arches apparently with doublechamfered arch-rings, spanning c2.8m and weathered buttresses to piers on the downstream (east) face.
Certainly, the features described, though not unfortunately shown, could support a very early build-date, and
would make suggestions of 13th century origins plausible, though I do not think there is real evidence for this.
The reason this remains conjectural is that in the 19 th century, the bridge was widened by about 0.5m to 1.9m
in brick on the upstream (west) face, preserving the arch shape, but hiding the old fabric. There are neither
cutwaters nor parapets, but modern wooden railings. Even from upstream the bridge is not easily viewed as an
entity through summer foliage, so I have not been able to use a photograph of my own. The absence of any
clinching visible features indicating 13th century origins persuades me to adopt a more conservative 15th century
dating.
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WL6. Easton Gray Bridge crosses the River Avon on a minor road leading south from the B4040, 5km west of
Malmesbury. In the upstream view 5 slightly pointed arches can be seen; the fabric at this face is rubble, and
there are single flush arch rings. The piers carry triangular cutwaters with caps stepped down in stages, below
the parapets. Jervoise states that the bridge width is slightly over 4m, but that it has been widened on the
upstream side by 2.1m. There is evidence for this as photographs of the soffits, show discolouration.
Unfortunately, any view from downstream of what is presumably the surviving original face of the bridge is
obscured by vegetation, in summer at least, and I have found no photographs. The general configuration of the
bridge supports a consensus that it dates from the 16th century, but the visible face resulting from the widening
might date from the late-18th century.
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WL7. Freshford Bridge carries a minor road
over the River Frome, just short of its
junction with the River Avon, to the south of
Bath. The bridge comprises three arches,
similar in span at c6.5m, which can be
described best as close to semi-circular, as
shown in the photograph alongside. The
bridge is slightly crowned and the fabric is at
the boundary between coursed rubble and
ashlar, with enough irregularity, to tilt it
towards the former. There are single flush
arch rings made from dressed stone, with raised keystones a prominent and significant feature. The substantial
piers carry triangular cutwaters at both faces, capped pyramidally below the crowns of the arches. Leland
crossed the bridge, though he was uncertain as to whether there were two or three arches, so fixing the
existence of the bridge or a precursor in the early 16th century, and a bridge appears on Saxton’s map of the
1570s. However, the appearance seems to owe much to a rebuild in 1783, not least the keystones on each
arch. The bridge is c3.7m wide and there is no sign of widening to be seen in the soffits. So, the general
configuration is compatible with 16th century origins, yet the fabric seems entirely of the 18th century. I shall shift
it to the 17/18th century class to confirm my doubts. Access is good though the downstream face is rather
obscured by foliage.
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WL8. Gumstool Bridge crosses the River
Thames, at that point a small shallow
stream, in the village of Ashton Keynes,
which is 13½km north-west of Swindon.
Jervoise more or less dismisses all bridges
across the upper Thames above Radcot as
modern, while in her much newer book,
Woolacott has little to say about this bridge
save that it is ‘medieval’, and has a name
derived from a ducking stool for punishing
malefactors. The bridge comprises two low
segmental arches of near-equal size, and is
ashlar built, which probably accounts, at least in part for its not looking very old. The voussoirs are very large
given the size of the bridge, as seen in the photograph above; in truth it reminds me of a number of moat bridges.
The bridge is of the order of 5m wide, at first sight surprising given its situation, but it was rebuilt in 1812 in wider
form by inserting extra stonework between the existing faces. I am sceptical about 15th century dating, and will
retain it only in the 17/18th century category. Access is excellent around the bridge, but the setting is finer than
the mundane bridge itself.
There are two interesting little bridges,
similar in style, which cross the nascent
River Thames, just upstream of Gumstool
Bridge; they are shown alongside and below.
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WL9. Homington Bridge carries a minor
road over the River Ebble, a tributary of the
River Avon (Hampshire), and is to the north
of the village for which it is named, 4½km
south-west

of

Salisbury.

Most

of

the

information I present comes from the Listing,
because I was able to view the bridge only
by leaning over the parapets; the photograph
of the downstream face was taken from the
internet and is owed to a Mr. Lock. There are
two segmental arches of rubble, with single
flush arch rings which are dressed and chamfered, and the soffits are smooth. It has been widened, mainly in
brick, on the upstream face, though a small stone cutwater remains here, whereas there is not one downstream.
The listing states that the masonry bridge was built in the 17 th century, and that the widening operation took
place in the 19th century, while the parapets are clearly a later addition in their present form.
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WL10. Lacock Bridge carries a minor road connecting the hamlets of Lacock and Bowden across the River
Avon just south-east of Lacock Abbey. It comprises two stone bridges, separated by a causeway. The one
nearest to Lacock crosses the river and has 4 arches spanning c4.5m each of a different pointed shape, and
with double arch rings in two orders; they are separated by piers carrying small cutwaters on the upstream face
as in the upper photograph. The bridge to the east spans a tributary and has three pointed arches, widened by
about 0.6m, (an alteration detectable in the soffits in the lower photograph of the southern face), together with two
segmental brick arches inscribed with the date 1809. The fabric otherwise is ashlar limestone. Both bridges are
4.2m wide between the parapets. Different sources conflict, but I think the description given here is correct. With
the exception of the rounded arches, and the newer parapets the structure dates from the 15 th century, or even
earlier, and it appears on Saxton’s map of 1575. However, there are records relating its dilapidation in the 17th
century, so it is reasonable to assume that there was substantial refurbishment then and probably since,
because the condition is now very good. Access to view the northern faces (upstream) is easily gained, but the
southern aspect is harder to view.
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WL11. Odstock Bridge is a twin of that at
Homington nearby, in that it also carries a
minor road over the River Ebble, north from
a village, 4km south of Salisbury, and is said
to have originated in the 17th century, before
being widened with brick in the 1780s.
Again, I could view it only over the parapets.
However Mr. Lock’s photograph has been
obtained from the internet, and shows the
main features of the original face. It is
confirmed that the fabric was ashlar, and that
two arches are segmental, spanning c2.6m
each; there are flush single arch rings made
with dressed voussoirs. The stone cutwater
retained on the widened face can be seen in
my own lower photograph, taken from the
roadway, which at least confirms the brick
fabric of an extension. The rebuild in the
1780s produced a bridge c3.3m wide, and
there are hints, no more, in the upper
photograph that the widening came close to
doubling the width from c1.8m.
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WL12. Salisbury Crane Bridge is more or
less in the centre of the city, and is the
surviving part of a bridge of six stone arches
standing in Leland's time, and marked on the
Saxton map of the 1570s; it most likely
originated in the 15

th

century with four

segmental arches, spanning c3.9m, though
there may be traces of another smaller and
lower archway at its eastern end. The south
face of the bridge (downstream) was taken
down in 1898 and re-erected to widen the
road, by 2.1m to 6m, according to Jervoise.
The photograph alongside, taken from the
south shows the extent of the widening, and
also that the stonework was not replaced exactly as it had been, because the inner chamfered arch ring looks
to be at least partly of new stone. There was a second widening operation at the north face. Indeed the original
bridge may have been very narrow for a town bridge, perhaps less than 3m wide. The northern aspect shown
below displays this extension, with four segmental arches of different spans, separated by cutwaters capped
below the parapets. The arches have double chamfered arch rings in two orders, yet have been given prominent
keystones at the crowns of three of the arches, a peculiar combination. So, the bridge as it can be viewed is
modern with much of a pastiche about it; only when the soffits are viewed can its history be discerned, and its
15th century core, which has of course fixed its form, is made visible. Parking is easy near to the bridge and it
can be viewed at both faces without difficulty.
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WL13. Salisbury Harnham Bridge was
formerly known as Ayleswade Bridge, and
spans the River Avon to the south of
Salisbury, alongside a new bridge which has
replaced it and carries the main road (A354)
into the city from the south. The Listing and
Jervoise both attribute the original bridge to
a Bishop Bingham, date it to 1244, and claim
that the central structure which can be seen
beneath the arches, as in the upper
photograph is that original bridge. As built
the bridge comprised two ashlar structures
over branches of the river, and an island on
which there was a chapel. The larger bridge
had 6 pointed arches of equal spans of 4.8m;
it would seem they had double arch rings in
two orders, which can just about be seen in
the upper photograph; the smaller bridge
had 2 segmental arches spanning 3.6m and
5.4m. Both bridges were widened, perhaps
from around 4.5m to give a carriageway
width of 6m; unfortunately the work was
done to each face, late in the 18th century;
hence the presence of prominent keystones. The bridges are very difficult to view and I could see nothing of the
smaller bridge. The main bridge is best seen from the bypass bridge, as in the lower photograph, though dense
tree growth is a problem; otherwise, all suitable viewing points seem to be on private property.
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WL14. Salisbury Milford Bridge crosses
the River

Bourne, a tributary

of the

Hampshire Avon, to the east of Salisbury
and connects with what is now a suburb,
Laverstock. The Listing describes it as it
appears in the photograph at the foot of the
page, namely comprising two pairs of
archways crossing two branches of the river,
(or the river and a mill lade) linked by a
causeway, with a segmental westernmost
arch, and three pointed arches, all of span
2.7m. The two to the west have double arch
rings in two orders, but those to the east
seem to have single flush arch rings. The
cutwaters which separate the arches are
capped immediately below the parapets at
each face. Jervoise refers to the bridge
having been widened to 4.8m, but the listing
suggests that it remains as built; I favour the
view of the Listing. There is a string course
at road level, and the parapet above has
sloping coping and square piers at either
end. The fabric is coursed limestone rubble,
and the Listing dates the bridge to around 1500, though the Victoria history hints at origins more than a century
earlier. My photograph of the western arches taken from upstream at the top of the page shows more foliage
than bridge; below it is a photograph of the downstream aspect taken from a Wiltshire county site; both are of
the western arches. The lowest photograph shows the causeway appearance of the whole bridge, western
arches to the left.
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WL15. Staverton Bridge carries the B3105
across the River Avon about 1½km east of
Bradford-on-Avon. It is known to have been
rebuilt in the 1790s and the downstream
aspect alongside, showing 4 near semicircular arches, with single slightly recessed
arch

rings

and

prominent

keystones,

conforms well to such a build-date. However
the upstream view shown in the lower
photograph, limited as it is, presents a
different picture; there is a pointed arch there
with double arch rings in two orders,
apparently one of two. According to the
Listing the pointed arches have unchamfered
ribs. There is also an upstream cutwater,
oddly shaped and capped. A late medieval
bridge is recorded on the site by Leland, and
the bridge probably appears on Saxton’s
map of the 1570s, so the pointed arches are
likely survivals from a narrower bridge, dating
back to the 15th century. It was substantially
rebuilt, and perhaps widened in the first half
of the 18th century, and then widened again
in the 1790s when the downstream face
which is visible now was built. This account
could only be confirmed by examining the
soffits, especially of the pointed arches, and
this would require someone to take to the water, since the banks seem inaccessible.
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Notes on Bridge Survival Rates
Reference is made on a number of information sheets to the appearance of bridges on Saxton’s maps of the
1570s, helpful confirmation that a bridge stood at that time, but the maps can be used in other ways. I have
counted 25 bridges in Oxfordshire on Saxton’s map of the 1570s. Of them, I estimate that 9 still stand, at least
in part, and they are in the compendium, a 36% survival rate. For Wiltshire the corresponding figures are 32
bridges marked on the map of the 1570s, of which 5 survive, a 16% survival rate
Otherwise, my compendium contains 12 standing bridges built before 1600 in Oxfordshire, including the 9
survivors from those identified by Saxton, and an additional 3 (excluding moat bridges). For Wiltshire, I include
10 pre-1600 bridges, which still stand, and 5 were not identified on Saxton’s map. There can be many reasons
for non-appearance, apart of course from incorrect dating, but bridges of smaller scale and importance, on
smaller streams are less likely to be marked.
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